The ANA Group Value Creation Process 

Cycle of Expanding Strengths
Driven by the Spirit of Our Founders
We have remained committed to our founding spirit, improving on our unique strengths over the course
of our history. Each element of our philosophy amplifies others, leading to a cycle of expanded strengths.
This, in turn, serves as the driving force behind the values unique to the ANA Group.

Ongoing
Commitment
to Our
Philosophies

Aspirations toward

Strengths
Cultivated

Comprehensive
Capabilities

• Early adoption of state-of-the-art
aircraft

from the Spirit of Our Founders

to Meet Our Goals

•L
 eading-edge products and
services

Always expanding through
a focus on innovation
multiplied by Group diversity

Innovation

Ambition in Our DNA
Group Synergies
Our Mission in Society

Each ANA Group company
relies on its own expertise to
contribute to our overall strategy.
These companies develop
innovative businesses, products,
and services, raising our organization to higher levels of quality
and creating more revenue
opportunities.

• Multifaceted business portfolio and
decision-making independence for
Group companies
• Network of nearly 45,000 Group
employees

Create Both
Economic Value and
Social Value
We seek new challenges by
embodying the essence of team
spirit, embracing the support of
our stakeholders around the
world, who have responded to
our obsessive focus on quality
and our extensive network.

Improve

Quality
• History and culture of safety
• Commitment to on-time
operations
• Respond to diverse needs based
on degree of customer
satisfaction
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Strengths
Created
through Our Businesses

Create both quality and
volume in pursuit of
social infrastructure value

Expand

Business Scope
• Expand international route
network
• Solid domestic network
• Customer segment coverage by
full service carrier and LCC
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Sustainable Corporate Value Enhancement

Value Creation Process
We will invest appropriate management resources based on the environment surrounding the ANA Group.
In so doing, we will accelerate the cycle of our four strengths, which serve as the engine driving value creation. By executing our strategy, we will create social value and economic value simultaneously. As we
do so, we aim for improved corporate value while we contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) adopted by the United Nations.

Our Environment (Medium and Long Term)

ANA Group Management Resources

Economic Growth in Asia-Pacific

Power of people who are willing to endeavor
and challenge

Changing Social Structures
in Japan and Overseas

Achieving Our Management Vision

Fleet and network connecting the world
Trust of our customers and society

Advancing Technology

Limited natural resources shared with humankind

Climate Change and Resource Shortages

Financial foundation allowing us
to spread our wings
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Economic
Value

Expanding top-line

Ongoing
Commitment
to Our
Philosophies

Improving cost
competitiveness
Aspirations
toward

Innovation

Cultivate
Strengths

Comprehensive
Capabilities

Creating more business
opportunities

to Meet
Our Goals

Developing demand in new
customer segments

Ambition in
Our DNA
Group Synergies
Our Mission
in Society
Improve

Quality

Create
Strengths

Execute our
strategy

Expand

Business Scope

Improving employee
productivity
Improving quality and service
Pursuing both improved
convenience and efficiency
Generating new business

Leverage our strengths to
move forward and achieve sustainable
expansion in our businesses

Management
Foundation
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Mission Statement

Controlling cost increases
(primarily fuel expenses)

Safety

Hygiene

Simultaneous
Creation of Economic Value
and Social Value

Social
Value

Strengthen our
competitive ability

Providing smart,
comfortable travel

Revitalize our regional
tourism business

Promoting Japan
as a tourism nation,
encouraging inbound tourism

Foster and utilize a diverse
employee base

Generate efficiencies and
innovation through DX

Pursue energy efficiencies

Corporate
Governance

Promoting diversity
Helping create a society that
respects human rights
Providing personalized
services
Raising employee
job satisfaction
Reducing environmental
impact

Human Resources /
ANA’s Way
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Timeline for Simultaneous Creation
of Economic Value and Social Value

Understanding the
medium- and long-term
environment

To continue creating social value and economic value through our corporate activities, it is important that
we set appropriate targets and timelines, having an accurate awareness of the prevailing business environment. We must respond with flexibility to the dizzying changes in our business environment, including
increased competition and the emergence of geopolitical risks. We must also set our sights on mediumand long-term initiatives in response to environmental regulations and human rights issues. As we incorporate both values into our corporate strategy, we will generate even greater improvements in the value
we create moving forward.

2020

• Economic growth in Asia-Pacific
•C
 hanging social structures
in Japan and overseas
•A
 dvancing technology
•C
 limate change and resource
shortages

Understanding of the
short-term environment

2050

• New normal
• Change in airline market
demand structure

The ANA Group
ESG Commitments
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Materiality (P.44)
Environment
Human Rights
Diversity and
Inclusion

P.24 Business Progress

Airline Industry
Overview
Business Measures

Regional
Revitalization

Financial Measures
Cost Reductions

E
S
G

• Reduce CO2 emissions
• Reduce resource waste
• Reduce food waste
• Biodiversity conservation

• Responsibility to respect human rights
• Promote responsible procurement and
supply-chain management
• Human resource development to support
sustainable growth
• Responding to the diversity of our
customers
• Promote regional revitalization
• Utilizing innovation to solve social issues

Achieving Medium- and Long-Term Goals

Social value

Short-Term
Initiatives

Executing the Next ANA Group Corporate Strategy

Simultaneous
Creation of
Economic Value
and
Social Value

Current ANA Group Corporate Strategy

Economic value

P.42 Sustainability Initiatives

• Employ stronger governance structure
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